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About the Author 
Holli Levitsky is the founder and Director of the Jewish Studies Program and Professor of English at 
Loyola Marymount University in Los Angeles. Her research, scholarship and teaching focuses on Jewish 
American and Holocaust literatures. She is the author of Summer Haven: The Catskills, the Holocaust and 
the Literary Imagination, The Literature of Exile and Displacement: American Identity in a Time of 
Crisis,  and numerous articles, book chapters and reviews. Since holding the 2001-2002 Fulbright 
Distinguished Chair in American Literature in Poland, Dr. Levitsky  has participated in symposia, 
conferences, and study trips to Germany and to Poland to advance German-Jewish and Polish-Jewish 
understanding. She regularly leads workshops for secondary and college teachers in California and in 
Poland on teaching the Holocaust 
About the Author’s Work 
This volume provides for the first time a collection of writing that investigates the stories and struggles of 
survivors in the context of the Jewish resort culture of the Catskills, through new and existing works of 
fiction and memoir by writers who spent their youths there. It explores how vacationers, resort owners, 
and workers dealt with a horrific contradiction--the pleasure of their summer haven against the mass 
extermination of Jews throughout Europe. It also examines the character of Holocaust survivors in the 
Catskills: in what ways did the people find connection, resolution to conflict, and avenues to come 
together despite the experiences that set them apart? 
